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NATURE-DRIVEN CITYSCAPE REVITALISATION

ecology – heritage – design – people
urban design – architectural design – interior design – land art
1. Gdansk Lech Walesa Airport

vision for sustainable landscape development

urban growth and peri-urban sprawl

urban design – architectural design – interior design – land Art
2. Kashubia Region

building-up local identity code

rural change and foodscapes

urban design – architectural design – interior design – land art
3. Gdansk Coastal Belt

binding individual coastal zones

sustainable tourism and recreation

urban design – architectural design – interior design – land art
4. Gdansk Shipyard

protecting local heritage

heritage and identity
urban design – architectural design – interior design – land art
5. The Port Island of the future

artistic vision for nature-driven revitalisation and integration

student competition

urban design – architectural design – interior design – land art
SEE YOU IN GDAŃSK IN 2021
ARCHITECTURE OF CULTURAL SPACES

at the Academy of Fine Arts
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